Introduction
Investigation of bodies liable to high speed or variable airflows is a subject of importance. Determination of force and torque vectors acting on the latter is necessary to establish strength of the body and flow behavior. Airflow influence on a body (or system of bodies) is used in science and industry to define the values of air resistance parameters acting on this body. Resisting forces and torques, lifting or carrying forces and torques, and air attacking angles are examples of such types of parameters. This work deals 6-DOF force and torque measuring suited for use in air tunnels, comparing it with the existing methods used for the same purpose. Except for the body under investigation and its fastening elements nothing else is placed inside the tunnel. Six force sensors (load cells) and their fastening design is organized outside the air tunnel by means of a metal cubic (or other) frame were suspended on a massive base. Mathematical expressions describing the measurement and computation process of the values of the above mentioned 6 force and torque vectors are proposed. Examples of measuring processes and graphical presentations of some experimental results are given in this work. In this work we propose further development of the discussed design by reducing the mass and inertia moments of this frame and relative positioning the model to it, in such a way reducing the caused by these dynamic parameters disturbing the measurements. In this case the model pattern for air flow influence measurements were made on a flat disc-like body.
Brief overview of wind tunnels.
Means for studying and determining the forces and torques acting on bodies influenced by high air flow speeds or subjected to variable wind speeds in air tunnels are required for both science and industry. This airflows influence on a body (or a system of bodies) is used for estimation the air resistance acting on these bodies or body. In the authors work [1] is brought a brief list of three balances that are usually applied for measuring wind drag forces and torques, lifting or carrying forces and torques, "air attacking angle" are examples of such parameters. Partly the described in the mentioned paper measuring lay-outs are illustrated by examples given in Ewalds paper [2] balance is that having three-dimensional mechanism, as described by Gorlin and Slezinger [3] , 2000. A solutin alike to mentioned here belongs also to Corliss and Cole [4] 1998. In these cases a multi-component balances are placed in the tunnel being by means of elastic cables connected to corresponding elements of the measured pattern. This set disturbs the air flow in the tunnel to some extent. The model can be via an enough elastic rod connected to the tail part of the investigated model and provided with differently oriented strain gauges gives the needed measured information describing the acting forces and torques. Pope and Harper [5] 1999 describe developed some calibration rigs fir internal strain gauge balances. The closest to the proposed design is the model placed on a platform inside the tunnel. And the forces are measured with 6-DOF hexapod-like balances placed outside the tunnel.(See Nguen et al. [6] , 1002 and Kerr et al [7] ,1989) In this work, we propose to use a fourth orthogonal structure of a parallel robot directly in the chain of force and moment components, acting on the model, and computation. An idea came to shorten the process of investigation of the forces and moments acting on the model in the tunnel, which avoids the amount of unnecessary bodies in the tunnel and their interference. This proposed measurement method in the wind tunnel is close to the discussed earlier external 6-DOF to certain extent improved approach. Some ideas of this kind where discussed in the authors work Chapsky et al. The main purpose of this paper is to propose and demonstrate experimentation with a wind tunnel structure including the model to be investigated, a measuring element combined with a computer. This system (shown in Fig.1.) uses the corresponding functions (or equations) for each of six force and moment components depending upon the air speed and the shape of the investigated model. This work is devoted to introduce a different measuring approach and shows its advantages offering the fourth kind of dealing with the problem. The fourth kind of balance proposed in this paper has once calibrated load cells and once written computation program for any fixed model used for investigation. -only one rod is placed in the tunnel for fastening the investigation pattern; -the balances and measuring sensors (load-cells) are located outside the tunnel supplying the needed information to the computer; -values of the acting, due to the wind, forces and torques are automatically shown on the computer's screen; -there are no interactions between the six measured and computed values as it often happens in other systems. Later we show 7 pages with computed examples of all here mentioned types (even those which we are not able to realize for our tunnel).
Experimental arrangement
A general view of the wind tunnel built at the Mechanical Engineering Department of Ben Gurion University of the Negev, Israel is shown in Fig.1 . In Fig.2 a close view of the wind tunnel near the outer frames and the places for movable frame's suspension are given. Also the door for the pattern fastening and its orientation is seen here. 
Main idea of the new frame design.
To improve the dynamical performance of the proposed apparatus the set of different frame arrangements has been investigated. The difference between experimental arrangements lies in the mass of the entire design, in the position of the tested pattern (flat disc) relative to the frame, and in the symmetry of the frame shape.
To reduce the mass of the frame without changing the geometric dimensions the new arrangement has been proposed. Its design is clear from figure 6 . In the Fig.6 the red frame is the new proposed design, the "gray" profile 5 demonstrates the wind tunnel, the 'black" frame 4 is the previous design, 1, 2, 3 are the fastening points of the frame suspensions for both cases (new and old design), the green sphere 6 is the investigated pattern.
Every point of the frame suspensions has two directions of force measuring. For instance, the point 1 measures in directions "x" and "z", the point 2 measures in directions "z" and "y", point 3 in directions "x" and "y". The investigated models were conventionally named as follows: "Old" -with full set of 12 edges, "New" -with reduced mass (4 edges); "Regular" -with pattern, located outside the frame; "Central" -with pattern in the geometrical center of the frame; "Symmetric" -with cube-shaped frame coverage figure.
The investigated frame designs and their dimensions are shown in Table 1 .
Old Table 1 . Proposed frames, their design and dimensions.
All these "Old" and "New" kinds of frames are checked dynamically and therefore can be accordingly analyzed. The item we propose for publishing is somehow continuation of the paper published earlier and caused your attention. We speak about an improved design of the same principal structure, however improved because its main mass is considerably smaller despite the same geometric dimensions. The said is clear from the figure 6.
Dynamical investigation
Comparative dynamic investigations of virtual models of tunnel balances have been carried out by means of the interactive computer-based motion simulation software MSC ADAMS/View. Every virtual model was loaded consequentially in all directions by harmonic forces or moments U(t) with varying frequency.
U(t) = U 0 sin (ω (t)*t) = U 0 sin ((1000*t)*t),
Where U 0 -initial magnitude of the force or moment, ω (t) -frequency, which depends on the time according equation: ω (t) = 1000*time. 
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The worst Bode plots relative to spring forces and corresponding bandwidths for every force and torque directions (Px, Py, Pz, Mx, My, Mx, according notations in Figure 5 ) are shown in Appendix 2. The determinative ones for each design are shown in Table 2 . As clear from Table 2 , the most desirable is the design "New Symmetry", which has bandwidth 215.82 Hz. The "New central" is applicable too. If it is not possible to locate the pattern in the center of the frame due to the limitations of the wind tunnel design the "New regular" model can be applied, but with bandwidth 113.28 Hz. All these models are better than earlier model "Old Regular", which has bandwidth 4.88Hz in Py and Pz directions, despite the fact that in Px direction it has bandwidth 156.25Hz.
Conclusions
1. The proposed device requires a universal sequence and simple action for receiving the measured data. Investigator must only fasten the pattern on the mentioned rod. 2. Dynamic estimations of the virtual model of proposed tunnel balance by means of the interactive computer-based ADAMS/View system showed that the working frequency of the proposed method and device are limited to a ~100÷200 Hz bandwidth. 3. The translational isotropy of the proposed device is defined by the independence of the sensitivity of measurement from the direction of the operating forces. 4. For estimation of the anisotropy of devices, the anisotropy index which equals to the ratio of maximum and minimum stiffness values is applied. Two types of indexes are separately used: for translational and rotational stiffness values (see Table 2 ). 5. The proposed devices "New Symmetry" and "Old Symmetry" has better dynamic features than conventionally used systems: it is fully isotropic from the point of view of translational stiffness and has a high level of isotropy from the view point of rotational stiffness. 6. The proposed device shows at least the theoretical possibility to improve the dynamic properties of the wind tunnel comparing with the already offered.
